PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Model:
Description:
Finish:
Family:
Category:
Function:

Division:
Test:

PP42536-03
42H x 36W Panel

Last Modified:

5/18/16 12:41:59

Brand:

BBF

Label:

BBF-new (C163968)

Harvest Tan/Taupe
ProPanel: Harvest
Tan
Professional

COMMERCIALTV Size:
PRIVACY PANELS36"
BBF
Warranty:
ANSI/BIFMA

n/a

10 Years

Country of Origin:

Compartments:

Height:

H:in:

Width:

W:in:

Depth:

D:in:

Diameter:

Dia:cm:

Overall Dimensions

42 7/8

42.8

36 1/8

36

1 7/8

1.8

0

0

Style Statement
ProPanels divide and organize private work areas, yet still allow opportunity for discussion and collaboration. Customization is a cinch with
numerous size and layout options. Manage the open office environment with ProPanels.

Features & Benefits
Durable extruded frames trimmed with fabric covered panels
Panel interiors have a rigid engineered wood frame with a combination of hardboard/corrugated interiors
Includes straight-line connection hardware to mount to similar height panel and adjustable levelers
A post is required when connecting panels in L, T or X configurations. Posts are included in applicable connector kits
3/4inch space under panel to floor with levelers fully inserted
Non tackable and non powered
Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards for safety and performance
Commercial quality backed by 10 year warranty

Short Product Name
BBF ProPanels - 42H x 36W Panel

Long Product Name
BBF ProPanels - 42H x 36W Panel in Harvest Tan

Short Product Description
BBF ProPanels Harvest Tan fabric-covered 42H x 36W Panel is designed to help maintain personal space in settings with multiple workstations.
The durable Taupe finished extruded frame is trimmed with a fabric-covered panel, constructed with a rigid engineered wood frame and provides a
combination of a hardboard/corrugated interior for structural strength. All panels include straight-line connection hardware to mount to similar height
panel. There is a 3/4 space under each panel to floor with our preinstalled, inserted leveling glides that adjust stability on uneven floors. ProPanels
divide and organize private work areas, yet still allow an opportunity for discussion and collaboration. All ProPanel components meet ANSI/BIFMA
standards for safety and performance in place at time of manufacture. Enjoy commercial quality privacy panels backed by BBF 10 Year Warranty.

Long Product Description
BBF ProPanels Harvest Tan fabric-covered 42H x 36W Panel is designed to help maintain personal space in settings with multiple workstations.
The durable Taupe finished extruded frame is trimmed with a fabric-covered panel, constructed with a rigid engineered wood frame and provides a
combination of a hardboard/corrugated interior for structural strength. All panels include straight-line connection hardware to mount to similar height
panel. There is a 3/4 space under each panel to floor with our preinstalled, inserted leveling glides that adjust stability on uneven floors. When
connecting panels in L, T or X configurations, a post is required and is included in our separate connector kits, giving you the option to create a
variety of configurations. ProPanels divide and organize private work areas, yet still allow an opportunity for discussion and collaboration.
Customization is a cinch with numerous size and layout options. All ProPanel components meet ANSI/BIFMA standards for safety and performance
in place at time of manufacture. Manage the open office environment with ProPanels. Enjoy commercial quality privacy panels backed by BBF 10
Year Warranty.

Crosssell

PH99542-03
PP42548-03
PH99501-03
PH99599-03
PH99566-03

Bullets
Organized: Added privacy and customization for an open office environment
Long lasting: durability and dependability with extruded frames trimmed with fabric-covered panels
Creative: modular groupings to fit your office space
Easy: leveling glides adjust stability on uneven flooring
Quality: backed by BBF 10 Year Warranty
Sturdy: meets ANSI/BIFMA standards for safety and performance

Cartons
Active
A

Model
PP42536-03

H
2.4

H:cm
6.1

W
45.7

W:cm
116.08

D
39.8

D:cm
101.09

Weight
27

Weight:kg
12.2

Cube
2.5

Cube:m Girth
0.07
130.1

UPS
Yes

UPC
042976425364

